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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

A REPORT FOR WHOM? FOR WHAT?
This strategic evaluation report was drawn up in the scope of the DigiTVC1 project – Digitisation of the 
Textile/Clothing value chain to be a tool for companies and all stakeholders in this sector in the SUDOE 
area; it enables them to:
∎  redefine the industry 4.0 and key digital technologies
∎  discover concrete applications of digital transformation throughout the Textile/Clothing value chain and 

examples of good practices
∎  have a summary of the status of the digital maturity of the Textile/Clothing companies in the SUDOE 

area
∎  engage on the path of digital transformation by presenting them proposals for axes of digital 

transformation

It is based on a transnational bibliographical research, a digital maturity diagnosis involving 66 companies 
in the SUDOE area structured to cover a 360° vision of the company’s activities, on the realisation of 
workshops in each of the SUDOE regions mixing companies and digital solution providers.

1 All the results of the DigiTVC project can be found on www.digitvc.eu

DISCLAIMERDISCLAIMER

The content of this publication represents the author’s own view and choice and is his sole responsibility; 
it can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the Executive Agency for Small and Medium Enterprises 
or any other EU organisation, who cannot be held responsible for the usage made of it.
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INDUSTRY 4.0
Industry 4.0 is the fourth industrial revolution to 
date. Like each of the other three before it, it is 
a new way of organising and approaching the 
means of production. After their mechanisation 
(late 18th century), massification (at the turn of 
the 19th to 20th century) and automation (from 
the 1970s onwards), we are now witnessing the 
penetration of production processes by new 
technologies.
Like the previous three, Industry 4.0 is a dual 
revolution. On the technological level, on the 
one hand, it involves new tools and, above all, 
the use made of them, characteristic of greater 
reactivity, transparency, decompartmentalisation 
and interactivity. Cyber-physical systems, 
cloud computing, augmented reality, additive 
manufacturing (3D printing), Internet of Things 
(IoT), cobotics, artificial intelligence or 5G represent 
for tomorrow’s industry as many opportunities to 
gain in competitiveness, productivity, in a word, to 
evolve with the times.
But this revolution is also profoundly cultural. We 
are witnessing the emergence of new modes 
of consumption, and therefore new economic 
models (e-commerce, more interaction between 
the company and its environment). Driven by 
new technologies and their use, new skills and 
professional practices are emerging, as well as 
new forms of organisation and management (less 
hierarchical, more participative).
Finally, we must above all remember the 
following: industry 4.0, fourth industrial revolution, 
digital transition... whatever its name, it is a 
process of permanent evolution, of continuous 
improvement, in a multidimensional logic of 
company improvement.

The digital transformation of the Textile industry 
implies the application of all these new techniques 
throughout the value chain. The conclusions of 
the Strategic Research Agenda for Innovation 
of the Technological Platform demonstrate the 
benefits of these changes at the level of processes, 
products and economic models.

 The challenges  
 of the digital transformation 
With this digital transformation, companies are 
looking for greater productivity, flexibility with 
shorter production series, offering customised 
products and services, reduced labour costs, 
long-term sustainability with new materials and 
optimisation in the use of resources, product 
traceability throughout the value chain, and 
among other business improvements, which is 
catalysing the demand for a more automated 
and connected value chain.

THE TEXTILE/CLOTHING INDUSTRY THE TEXTILE/CLOTHING INDUSTRY 
AND INDUSTRY 4.0AND INDUSTRY 4.0

11,000
WORKERS

400
COMPANIES

85,000
WORKERS

7,400
COMPANIES

139,000
WORKERS

12,700
COMPANIES

EMPLOYMENT COMPANIES TURNOVER (million €)

EURATEX / 2018
Textile and Clothing industry Structural data

105,000
85,000
139,000
1,654,000

France:
Spain:

Portugal:
Europe:

3,800
7,400
12,700
171,000

France:
Spain:

Portugal:
Europe:

19,500
10,500
7,780
175,000

France:
Spain:

Portugal:
Europe:

SECTORAL STATISTICS
The Textile/Clothing sector in the SUDOE area 
represents 20,500 companies, 90% of which are 
VSEs/traditional SMEs representing approximately 
240,000 employees.

INDUSTRY 4.0
Convergence of the virtual world 

with the products and objects of the 
real world. Fusion between the 

Internet and the factory. 

INDUSTRY 2.0
Mass production by electricity, 

energy e�ciency.

INDUSTRY 1.0
Mechanical production, coal, 
steam engine, non-muscular 
energy.

INDUSTRY 3.0
Automated production, 
electronics, telecommunications, 
informatics.

1780

1870

1950

2010

THE PROMISES of industry 4.0

ECO-EFFICIENCY
reduction of materials, 
of energy consumption, 

of waste.

LOGISTICS
Transport, equipments, 
supplies, information 

systems... 

NEW VALUE
FOR THE 

CUSTOMER
Product customisation 

and associated
services.

MORE INNOVATIVE 
MANUFACTURING 

SYSTEM

Smart
Data
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES

1 The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the 
interconnection of all physical objects 

through the Internet. These interconnected 
objects communicate with each other and with 
their environment.

2 3D printing or additive manufacturing, 
gathers the processes of manufacturing 

pieces in bulk by adding or agglomerating material, 
by stacking successive layers. This technology 
enables small series and detailed models to be 
printed, reducing design and prototyping times.

3 Cobotics, or collaborative robotics, is the 
cooperation of a robot with the human 

being, and no longer its replacement. This 
emerging technology aims to complement 
traditional robotics to seek the best possible 
interactions between individual and machine, in 
the execution of a task to achieve a common goal.

4 Augmented reality (AR) is a technology 
that allows the integration of virtual 3D 

elements (in real time) within a real environment.

5 A cyber-physical system (CPS) is a system 
where computing elements collaborate 

to control and command physical entities. It is 
an autonomous system integrating electronics 
and software, sensors and activators with 
communication capabilities. It interacts with its 
environment in which it takes data, processes 
it and through a retroaction loop controls or 
influences the process with which it is associated.

6 Artificial intelligence (AI) is the set 
of theories and techniques developing 

complex computing programs enabling 
machines to simulate and imitate certain traits of 
human intelligence (reasoning, learning, etc.).

7 Cloud computing is the general term used 
to designate the delivery of resources and 

services on demand via the Internet. It refers to 
the storage and access to data and programmes 
via the Internet rather than via the hard disk of a 
computer.

8 5G is the fifth generation of standards 
for mobile telephony, succeeding the 

fourth generation, known as 4G. It aims to 
increase the speed and responsiveness of 
wireless networks. With it, data transmission 
over wireless broadband connections could 
reach, according to some estimations, a speed 
of 20 Gbit/s and a latency equal to or less 
than 1 ms for real-time loopback uses.  
It would make it possible to connect not only 
smartphones and tablets, but more generally all 
objects.

9 A blockchain is a register, a large database 
that has the particularity of being shared 

simultaneously with all its users, all of whom are 
equally holders of this register, and who all have 
the capacity to enter data into it, according to 
specific rules set by a computing protocol that is 
very well secured thanks to cryptography.

10 RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is 
a  radio frequency identification technology 

that uses RFID tags (identification chip) to identify 
objects when they pass close to a detector 
(terminal, smartphone, tablet, antenna, etc.).  
Unlike the bar code, you can follow their 
movements, but also store and recover their data. 
This technology allows communication between 
the object and the sensor without visibility, whether 
at a distance or in opaque materials, for example.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

11 An ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) 
system is an information system that 

enables all of a company’s information and 
operational services to be managed and 
monitored on a daily basis. The aim of ERP is to 
automate processes between departments and 
above all to reduce costs.

12 An Advanced Planning and Scheduling 
(APS) software is a planning tool which 

synchronises and optimises a company’s processes 
according to the constraints present in its system. 
The APS thus integrates all the factors limiting a 
company’s performance, such as supply lead 
times, machine efficiency, product seasonality, 
storage capacity, customer delivery dates, 
resource utilisation rates, etc. It is thus an essential 
complementary module of an ERP system.

13 A Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM) is a system for managing a 

company’s relations and interactions with its 
customers or potential customers. A CRM system 
helps companies to constantly interact with 
customers, rationalise their processes and improve 
their profitability.

14 A Manufacturing Execution System 
(MES) isan information system that 

connects, monitors and controls complex 
manufacturing systems and data flows on the 
workshop level. The main objective of an MES is to 
ensure the effective execution of manufacturing 
operations and to improve production efficiency.

15 Supply Chain Management (SCM) is the 
management of all operations related 

to the supply chain, i.e., from the management 
of flows within the company and between the 
company and its environment (supply, delivery, 
storage, information, financial transactions...). 
In other words, it is the management of all the 
resources, means, methods, tools    and techniques 
intended to manage as efficiently as possible the 
global supply and delivery chain of a product or 
service to the final consumer.

16 A Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) 
system centralises all the data and 

processes generated during the various stages of 
the design and industrialisation of a product (CAD 
model, plans, documentation, manufacturing 
process planning, product nomenclature, 
customer support, catalogues, etc.) within a 
common and secure area which guarantees the 
traceability of the data exchanged during the 
project. It allows all the parties involved in the 
development of a product to communicate and 
collaborate: research department, sub-contractor, 
co-contractor, marketing department, etc.

THE TEXTILE/CLOTHING INDUSTRY THE TEXTILE/CLOTHING INDUSTRY 
AND INDUSTRY 4.0AND INDUSTRY 4.0
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THE TEXTILE/CLOTHING VALUE CHAINTHE TEXTILE/CLOTHING VALUE CHAIN

LEVEL OF DIGITAL INTEGRATION (APPLICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGIES) 
IN THE TEXTILE VALUE CHAIN

RAW 
MATERIAL

SORTING / 
MATERIAL

SEPARATION
PREPARATION AND 

SPINNING
KNITTING / WEAVING / 

NON-WOVEN

DYEING / 
FINISHING /  
COATING /

LAMINATING /
PRINTING

PATTERN MAKING /
CUTTING / SEWING

CLOTING 
MANUFACTURER / 

HOME TEXTILE 
PRODUCER / 

TECHNICAL TEXTILE 
PRODUCER QUALITY CONTROL DISTRIBUTION RECYCLING

DESIGN / 
CREATION / 

R&D&I

11  Scan tools / 
Production on 
community’s 
demand

11  Scan tools

11  Scan tools / Digital 
fabric samples 3D

33    Smart textile* / IoT* 
/ AI* / Traceability* / 
Blockchain*

44     AR/VR*

11  Scan tools / Digital knitting 
machine / Digital fabric samples 
3D / 3D design and simulation 
platform

33    Smart textile* / IoT* / AI* / 
Traceability* / Blockchain*

44    AR/VR*

11  Scan tools / 4.0 machine 
room

33    Smart textile* / IoT* / AI* / 
Traceability* / Blockchain*

44    AR/VR*

11  Scan tools / 4.0 machine 
room / Digital knitting 
machine / 3D design and 
simulation platform

33    Smart textile* / IoT* / AI* / 
Traceability* / Blockchain*

44    AR/VR*

11  Scan tools / 4.0 machine 
room / Digital knitting 
machine / 3D design and 
simulation platform / 
Production on community’s 
demand

33    Smart textile* / IoT* / AI* / 
Traceability* / Blockchain*

44    AR/VR*

33    Smart textile* / IoT* / AI* / 
Traceability* / Blockchain*

44    AR/VR*

11  Production on 
community’s demand

33    Smart textile* / IoT* / AI* / 
Traceability* / Blockchain*

44    AR/VR*

PURCHASING / 
SUPPLIER 

RELATIONS
11  Scan tools 11  Scan tools

11  Scan tools / Blockchain
33    SCM
44    PLM
33    AI*/ Traceability* / 

Blockchain*

11  Scan tools / Digital fabric samples 
3D / Blockchain

33    SCM
44    PLM
33    AI* / Traceability* / Blockchain*

11  Scan tools / 4.0 machine 
room / Blockchain

33    SCM
44    PLM
33    AI* / Traceability* / 

Blockchain*

11  Scan tools / 4.0 machine 
room / Blockchain

33    SCM
44    PLM
33    AI* / Traceability* / 

Blockchain*

11  Scan tools / 4.0 machine 
room / Measuring app 3D / 
Blockchain

33    SCM
44    PLM

11  Blockchain
33    SCM
44    PLM
33    AI* / Traceability* / 

Blockchain*

11  Measuring app 3D / 
Blockchain / Phygital 
/ Brand Management 
Platform

33    SCM
44    PLM
33    AI* / Traceability* / 

Blockchain*

11  Blockchain

PRODUCTION
11  Scan tools / 

Production on 
community’s 
demand

11  RFID / Scan 
tools

11  RFID / Scan tools
22   Bar Code / ERP
44    RFID / QR Code / APS 

/ MES
33    Smart textile* / 

Cobotic* / Robotic* / 
IoT* / AI* / Traceability* / 
Blockchain*

44    Additive manufacturing* 
/ AR/VR*

11  RFID / MES / Machine Vision / 
AI / Scan tools / Digital knitting 
machine / Digital fabric samples 
3D / Blockchain

22   Bar Code / ERP
44    RFID / QR Code / APS / MES
33    Smart textile* / Cobotic* / 

Robotic* / IoT* / AI* / Traceability* / 
Blockchain*

44    Additive manufacturing* / AR/VR*

11  RFID / Scan tools / 
Software / 4.0 machine 
room / AR/VR / Blockchain

22    Bar Code / ERP
44    RFID / QR Code / APS / 

MES
33    Smart textile* / Cobotic* 

/ Robotic* / IoT* / AI* / 
Traceability* / Blockchain*

44    Additive manufacturing* 
/ AR/VR*

11  RFID / MES / Scan tools 
/ 4.0 machine room / 
Digital knitting machine / 
Blockchain

22   Bar Code / ERP
44    RFID / QR Code / APS / 

MES
33    Smart textile* / Cobotic* 

/ Robotic* / IoT* / AI* / 
Traceability* / Blockchain*

44    Additive manufacturing* 
/ AR/VR*

11  RFID / AI / Scan tools / 4.0 
machine room / Digital 
knitting machine / Blockchain 
/ Production on community’s 
demand

22   Bar Code / ERP
44    RFID / QR Code / APS / MES
33    Smart textile* / Cobotic* 

/ Robotic* / IoT* / AI* / 
Traceability* / Blockchain*

44    Additive manufacturing* / 
AR/VR*

11  RFID / Blockchain / NIR
22   Bar Code / ERP
44    RFID / QR Code / APS 

/ MES
33    Smart textile* / Cobotic* 

/ Robotic* / IoT* / AI* / 
Traceability* / Blockchain*

44    Additive manufacturing* 
/ AR/VR*

11  Automated warehouse 
picking / RFID / Blockchain

22   Bar Code / ERP
44    RFID / QR Code / APS / 

MES
33    Smart textile* / Cobotic* 

/ Robotic* / IoT* / AI* / 
Traceability* / Blockchain*

44    Additive manufacturing* 
/ AR/VR*

11  RFID / 
Blockchain 
/ NIR

MARKETING / 
BRANDING

22   Website Social 
media* / 
E-commerce*

22   Website Social 
media* / 
E-commerce*

22   Website Social media* / 
E-commerce*

33    IoT* / AI*
44    AR/VR*

22   Website Social media* / 
E-commerce*

33    IoT* / AI*
44    AR/VR*

22   Website 
Social media* / 
E-commerce*

33    IoT* / AI*
44    AR/VR*

11  Production on 
community’s demand

22   Website Social media* / 
E-commerce*

33    IoT* / AI*
44    AR/VR*

11  Production on community’s 
demand

22   Website Social media* / 
E-commerce*

33    IoT* / AI*
44    AR/VR*

22   Website 
Social media* / 
E-commerce*

33    IoT* / AI*
44    AR/VR*

11  Measuring app 3D / 3D 
interactive product 
catalog / AR / VR / 
Phygital / Production on 
community’s demand

22   Website 
Social media* / 
E-commerce*

33    IoT* / AI*
44    AR/VR*

22   Website 
Social 
media* / 
E-commerce*

SALES / 
CUSTOMERS 

RELATIONSHIP

22   Website Social 
media* / 
E-commerce*

22   Website Social 
media* / 
E-commerce*

22   Website CRM IoT* / AI* / 
Blockchain*

44    AR/VR*

11  3D design and simulation 
platform

22   Website Social media* / 
E-commerce*

33    CRM IoT* / AI* / Blockchain*
44    AR/VR*

11  AR/VR
22   Website Social media* / 

E-commerce*
33    CRM IoT* / AI* / Blockchain*
44    AR/VR*

11  3D design and simulation 
platform

22   Website Social media* / 
E-commerce*

33    CRM IoT* / AI* / Blockchain*
44    AR/VR*

11  3D design and simulation 
platform / Production on 
community’s demand 

22   Website Social media* / 
E-commerce*

33    CRM IoT* / AI* / Blockchain*
44    AR/VR*

11  NIR
22   Website Social media* / 

E-commerce*
33    CRM IoT* / AI* / 

Blockchain*
44    AR/VR*

11  RFID / Machine Vision 
/ AI / Digital fabric 
samples 3D / Measuring 
app 3D / 3D interactive 
product catalog / AR/VR 
/ Phygital / Production on 
community’s demand

22   Website Social media* / 
E-commerce*

33    CRM IoT* / AI* / Blockchain*
44    AR/VR*

11  NIR
22   Website 

Social 
media* / 
E-commerce*

HUMAN 
RESSOURCES

33    Cobotic* / IoT* / AI* 
44    AR/VR*

33    Cobotic* / IoT* / AI* 
44    AR/VR*

11  4.0 machine room
33    Cobotic* / IoT* / AI* 
44    AR/VR*

11  4.0 machine room
33    Cobotic* / IoT* / AI* 
44    AR/VR*

11  4.0 machine room
33    Cobotic* / IoT* / AI* 
44    AR/VR*

33    Cobotic* / IoT* / AI* 
44    AR/VR*

11  Measuring app 3D
33    Cobotic* / IoT* / AI* 
44    AR/VR*

11  Good digitalization practices of the textile value chain - DigiTVC 
- October 2020 - Deliverable E 1.1.1 - “Good Digitalization Practices Guide”

DigiTVC - December 2020 - Deliverable E 1.2.2 - “Digital maturity diagnosis - Quantitative analysis”
22   Percentage of companies having integrated the technology/application ≥ 60%
33    30% ≤ Percentage of companies having integrated the technology/application < 60%
44    Percentage of companies having integrated the technology/application < 30%

*DigiTVC - December 2020 - Deliverable E 1.2.2 - “Digital maturity diagnosis - Quantitative analysis”
22* Degree of knowledge of digital technologies : Know
33* Degree of knowledge of digital technologies : Little know
44  * Degree of knowledge of digital technologies : Not know
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EXAMPLES OF GOOD PRACTICES5

1  MES (Manufacturing Execution System) 
software, weaving looms and garment 
making equipment.

This first good practice can be found in the Textiles 
Joyper company (Spain). In its weaving workshop 
(home textiles), production control was done on 
paper or Excel. The data could not be received in 
real time, in addition to being unreliable (human 
error factor). Similarly, the fact that its production 
line was labour-intensive contributed to the lack 
of real-time data. In each of these two specialities 
(weaving and garment making), it was not possible 
to react immediately to possible problems or to 
continuously improve the production process.

The MES2 software, a tool for real-time data 
collection and support for production command 
management, is a real added value. Paper transcripts, 
which are subject to human error, and the 
obsolete floppy disks previously required to transfer 
programmes from machine to machine are no 
longer used in weaving. A central server and a high-
speed network connection now send the weaving 
patterns to all 18 Jaquard weaving machines, while 
receiving live production data. An available solution 
at a cost accessible to SMEs, MES does not require 
complex changes or major improvements to the 
company’s technology infrastructure. In weaving, 
an employee is responsible for checking that the 
system is working properly, and only a control 
interface (servers and screens) needs to be set up. On 
his or her production line, each employee at Joyper 
Textiles is equipped with a smartphone, on which 
he or she records in real time (or at least within a 
very short time) the number of items produced. As 
most of the workers are already familiar with the 
interface of the smartphones, the capacity and the 
possibilities of adaptation are high.

By improving on the one hand the service 
to consumers, which is now cardinal, and by 
extending on the other hand the possibilities of 
production design, while allowing more efficient 
(because immediate) stock and employee 
management, this technology contributes in 
short to optimising the company’s resources and 
thus to widening its access to markets.

2 Virtual/augmented reality and machine 
implementation.

Alliance Machines Textiles3, a French company 
supplying machines for the textile industry (es-
pecially dyeing), uses virtual (VR) and augmented 
reality (AR) to present its machines.

The objective is to involve the customer via the 
original presentation of the equipment. Modelled 
in 3D and customisable, it is possible for the 
customer to visualise the machines within a virtual 
environment, to move around to see their size 
and operational capabilities, to better plan their 
purchase and facilitate their final integration into 
the production chain. On the company side, this 
technology allows a fully digital catalogue to be 
presented and facilitates the sales process, which 
can then be done remotely or by carrying minimal 
equipment: a screen (smartphone, computer), a 
specific software solution (application) and/or a 
VR headset (Oculus) are all that is needed.

In short, the use of the RV and RA facilitates the 
sales process of the equipment commercialised 
by Alliance Machines Textiles. It allows to free 
oneself from purely logistical considerations (no 
need to move/physically relocate the machines) 
and from the limits of a paper catalogue, while 
developing the image of an innovative company. 
On an international level, it increases the poten-
tial for commercial actions and also improves cus-
tomer follow-up during the machine installation 
phase.

3 On demand production and community 
management.

Asphalte4, a French men's ready-to-wear brand, 
aims to offer high quality, durable and aesthetic 
products at a competitive price. Production is 
"almost on demand": the community makes its 
demands on different aspects of the collection.

The development of the next collection begins after 
consulting the community (digital questionnaire) 
to find out their needs (materials, cuts, colours, ...) 
and desires. Pre-orders are available to consumers 
on the brand’s website only, for a maximum 
period of 30 days. The production itself then 
begins, before the orders are delivered within 4 
months. This “project by product” process requires 
significant internal resources and the capacity to 
consolidate the bond between the brand and its 
community (via social networks), which is at the 
heart of Asphalte’s identity. Production is thus 
more sustainable (limited quantities, therefore 
no unsold products), in line with community 
expectations, and with reduced production costs. 
Asphalte wants to produce little but well.

Finally, the company works with various partners 
internationally (Portugal, Eastern Europe, Maghreb, 
Vietnam, and Japan in particular). Its system 
of production by pre-order allows an excellent 
quality/price ratio and satisfies the international 
demand for this type of product, while conveying 
the image of a brand that wants to listen to its 
customers.

2 See illustration video https://youtu.be/hlJRkyRD4hw 
3 See illustration video https://www.linkedin.com/
posts/alliance-machines-textiles_alliance-machines-
textiles-votre-projet-activity-6709770485481119744-
G4sK/ 

4 https://asphalte.com/pages/comment-ca-marche 
https://business.lesechos.fr/entrepreneurs/idees-de-
business/0603579777926-mode-asphalte-detricote-
le-business-model-classique-des-marques-339341.
php#formulaire_enrichi::bouton_google_inscription_
article 
https://fr.fashionnetwork.com/news/Asphalte-trace-
sa-route,1076058.html

5The complete results of examples of good practices 
can be found on www.digitvc.eu

THE TEXTILE/CLOTHING VALUE CHAINTHE TEXTILE/CLOTHING VALUE CHAIN
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SUMMARY OF THE DIGITAL DIAGNOSIS RESULTS
66 companies in the Textiles / Fashion sector (26 from France, 20 from Portugal and 20 from Spain) 
responded to the online diagnosis (Google form).
This is structured around seven thematises which cover a 360° vision of the company activities:
∎  Purchasing / supplier relations
∎  Production
∎  Marketing / Branding
∎  Sales / Customers relationship
∎  Human resources
∎  Strategic developments
∎  Identification

DIGITAL MATURITY OF TEXTILE/CLOTHING DIGITAL MATURITY OF TEXTILE/CLOTHING 
COMPANIES IN THE SUDOE AREACOMPANIES IN THE SUDOE AREA55

FINANCIAL /
HUMAN RESOURCES

1 The impact of digital technology is generally 
considered to be very positive by companies, 

who see it as a factor of innovation and positive 
change. Moreover, the majority of company 
managers make a link between the development 
of their companies and the progress made in 
digital technology. 

2 Initiators and drivers of the digital 
transformation in their companies, less 

than a quarter of company managers have fully 
appropriated digital tools. Similarly, teams are 
mixed, with only 1 manager out of 3 being fully 
aware of the opportunities offered by digital 
technology and just over half of employees having 
a real interest in this subject.

3 The main constraints to the implementation 
of a digital transformation plan lie in the 

difficulty for company managers, on the one 
hand, to have a short-term vision and, on the 
other hand, to establish a digital roadmap in the 
medium term (strategic priority axes for digital 
transformation).

4 The obstacles to digital transformation are 
first of all financial, immediately followed by 

obstacles linked to human resources, in particular 
concerning digital know-how and skills, especially 
for VSEs (MICRO companies).

5 Paradoxically, recourse to training in the 
uses or tools of digital technology is not 

yet a reflex, with less than half of the companies 
having made use of it recently, particularly in 
SMEs (MICRO and small companies). In the same 
way, for recruitment purposes, skills needs related 
to digital technologies are specified less than half 
of the time.

6 The digital transformation of the company 
acts in relations with suppliers and cus-

tomers: relations are becoming digital.
For the former, for the vast majority of companies, 
the relationship is only partially digitised today; 
for the latter, while 94% of companies consider 
that their customers are open to digitisation, 
surprisingly, only 44% regularly use digital 
technology in their relationships. In the same 
way, 15% of them consider that they are “Late” 
their customers in terms of digital adoption and 
therefore need to progressively update their 
practices.

7 Digital is first and foremost an image 
vector (company brand / employer brand / 

product brand) and has become part of company 
standards. Companies have massively developed 
internet sites (image or sales), most of them pay 
attention to their reputation on the web and 
communicate via social networks. On the other 
hand, less than half of them regularly update 
their website (except for B-to-C companies) and 
for VSEs (MICRO companies), a majority of them 
are lagging behind in terms of communication.

8 The majority of companies are still under-
equipped with digital tools for supplier and 

customer relationship management, as well as for 
production management and automation: 61% 
of them consider themselves to have a low to 
medium level of automation.

9 The results of the diagnosis highlight strong 
differences, depending on the country, the 

size of the company and the type of clientele 
(B-to-B or B-to-C).

10 Finally, one of the main opportunities 
lies in the new technologies which 

should (still) profoundly transform the professions 
and customer/supplier relations: robotization, 
Internet of Things, augmented reality, 3D printing, 
traceability - block chain, artificial intelligence, 
smart textiles, etc...

5 The complete results of the digital maturity diagnosis 
can be found on www.digitvc.eu

70%
of respondents 

consider digitisation 
to be a positive 
transformation 

factor.

74%
of respondents 

consider that the 
development of 
their company 
is linked to the 

progress of 
digitisation.

98%
of companies 

have a website.

Only 

41%
update it regularly.

Only
  48%

of managers consider 
that the digital 

transformation of their 
company is to be in the 

short term (< 1 year).
of them have 

established a digital 
roadmap.

18%
of managers

have appropriated 
digital tools.

of managers are 
fully aware of the 

opportunities 
offered by digital 

technology.

of collaborators 
have a real 

interest in change 
through the 

adoption of digital 
technologies.

55%1/3

of companies consider having 
a low level of automation.61%
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SWOT ANALYSIS
Considering the conclusions drawn from the diagnosis of digital maturity, from workshops in each of 
the SUDOE regions and the bibliographical research, below is the SWOT analysis of the Textile/Clothing 
companies in the SUDOE area:

DIGITAL MATURITY OF TEXTILE/CLOTHING DIGITAL MATURITY OF TEXTILE/CLOTHING 
COMPANIES IN THE SUDOE AREACOMPANIES IN THE SUDOE AREA

6 OPCALIA TMC - 2019 - « EDEC numérique Textiles-Mode-Cuirs 2016-2019 « Transformation numérique des TPE-
PME » - La maturité numérique de la filière Textiles-Mode-Cuirs ».

7 WTiN - 2018 - « Digital Transformation Outlook - Global textile and apparel value chain survey 2018 ».

∎  Agile, flexible and highly adaptable Textile 
companies

∎  Complete value chain (from spinning to 
finishing process, retail and distribution)

∎  Existence of a specialised ecosystem to support 
Textile SMEs (technology centres, companies 
associations, clusters, competitiveness agencies)

∎  Presence of highly digitised leading companies 
and numerous digital start-ups

∎  Willingness of public authorities to change 
the production model. Development of an 
industrial policy

∎  Awareness by managers and their teams of 
the power of digital technology

∎  Support the development of new (more 
durable and functional) products and services 
through the digitisation process

∎  Increase product and service customisation 
to replace mass production and allow for 
relocations

∎  Increase company performance at all levels: 
lower costs, improved profitability and com-
petitiveness, shorter production lead times, 
reduced stocks, easier relations with custom-
ers and suppliers

∎  Dematerialise and/or automate tasks without 
direct added value but which remain sensitive6

∎  Integrate new technologies that should (still) 
profoundly transform professions and products: 
robotisation, visual management, 3D software, 
artificial intelligence, connected objects...

∎  Facilitate the connection between companies 
and their customers by the possibility of rapidly 
gaining visibility, including for companies that 
previously had access to a market necessarily 
limited by their size, territory or activity6

∎  Create synergies and alliances between 
textile companies and technology start-ups, 
researchers and technology centres

∎  Promote university and vocational training in 
new technologies

∎  Accelerate digitisation through public initia-
tives and support policies for industry 4.0-re-
lated investment

∎  Develop specific technological solutions for 
the Textile sector

∎  Develop digitisation protocols for the Textile 
sector

∎  Limited company size: predominance of VSEs/
family SMEs with low investment capacity

∎  Companies oriented towards traditional 
sectors (low technological level)

∎  Lack of technological training and knowledge 
of the digitisation process

∎  Difficulty in accessing public funding, and 
consequently few resources available for 
digital-related investments

∎  Little private capital in many companies
∎  Problem of generational renewal within the 

various professions in the sector6

∎  Insufficient know-how and digital skills, 
and difficulty in driving change internally to 
overcome resistance from teams

∎  Lack of reflexes to use digital training to improve 
employees’ skills and lack of recruitment for 
specific digital profiles.

∎  Difficulty, on the one hand, for the company to 
define the priority areas for digital transforma-
tion and HR support for this transformation, 
and on the other hand, inadequate resources 
for this plan6

∎  Lack of clear vision and leadership7

∎  Difficulty for business partners to collaborate 
around digital solutions7

∎  Lack of clarity on the economic benefits of 
digital investments7

∎  Weak innovation culture between companies 
and technology start-ups, research and 
technology centres.

∎  Multitude of innovations to be integrated, as 
digital technology brings together a multitude 
of tools and uses, from those related to 
production on the one hand, to those related 
to commercial relations on the other, and 
finally, those related to communication and 
marketing6

∎  Rapid technology obsolescence
∎  Permanent evolution since digital technologies 

never stop evolving6

∎  Major digital investments in the textile industry 
in Asian countries

∎  Loss of competitiveness of VSEs/SMEs that 
cannot adapt to the industry 4.0

∎  Cyber security
∎  Strong international competition from higher 

value products

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
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1INTRODUCTION
Digital technology is transforming all sectors of the economy and generating decisive gains in competi-
tiveness.

In the Textile / Clothing sector of the SUDOE area, this transformation of companies is in motion with more 
than two thirds of the managers who consider that the development of their company is linked to their 
digital transformation, and for a little less than half of them that this transformation is now.

This transformation is not only technological, it involves issues of skills, organisation and financing.

The Digital Transformation Plan for the Textile / Clothing sector of the SUDOE area presents the actions nec-
essary to instil the willingness and activate the necessary transformation of companies in this sector towards 
digital technology.

A vision and objectives that are translated into 2 axes of priority intervention:

PROPOSALS FOR STRATEGIC AXES OF DIGITAL PROPOSALS FOR STRATEGIC AXES OF DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION FOR THE TEXTILE/CLOTHING TRANSFORMATION FOR THE TEXTILE/CLOTHING 
SECTORSECTOR

 Objective 1 

Identify the needs in digital skills sought in the 
sector

∎  Action 1: analysis of ICT and digital skills devel-
opment needs in the Textile/Clothing sector for 
its various professions

 Objective 2 

Accelerate the increase in skills of employees 
in the sector and their training in the various 
digital tools and uses, depending on their 
professions.

∎  Action 1: training of people carrying digital pro-
jects in the company: specific, even specialised, 
training linked to a particular project.

∎  Action 2: Training to upgrade and develop the 
digital skills of other employees.

∎  Action 3: training and accreditation of sector & 
digital experts likely to manage projects to sup-
port the digital transformation of companies8.

∎  Action 4: identification of mobilisable aid and 
funding (regional and national) appropriate 
to digital training needs; support in preparing 
application files.

∎  Action 5: integration of new digital skills through 
the development of apprenticeships and in-
ternships, through time-sharing job for the im-
plementation of digital projects

8 Actions developed in the scope of the SUDOE - 
DigiTVC project.

 Objective 1 

Create a digital culture among entrepreneurs

∎  Action 1: launch of digital awareness campaigns 
to inform and raise awareness among entrepre-
neurs about the gains associated with its appro-
priation and deployment

 ∎  Action 2: organisation of workshops to present 
good practices initiated in the sector and the 
associated digital technologies.

 Objective 2 

Support companies in the digital shift

∎  Action 1: carrying out a digital diagnosis by 
specialised consultants according to the specific 
needs of each company that can integrate: 
digital diagnosis, digital action plan, choice of 
technologies, prioritisation of HR actions, align-
ment with the company’s business strategy, etc.

∎  Action 2: support by specialised consultants, 
entrepreneurs and their supervisors, in change 
management by carrying out a diagnosis on 
the human acceptability in the company of the 
integration of technologies 4.0.

∎  Action 3: definition and design of a standardised 
digitisation protocol specific to the Textile/
Clothing sector enabling companies to digitise 
on a large scale8.

 Objective 3 

Encourage business investment in digital 
solutions that can make them more competitive

∎  Action 1: identification of the aid and funding 
(regional, national and European) that can be 
mobilised for investment in digital solutions 
and their integration; support in preparing 
application files.

∎  Action 2: setting up pilot collaborative projects 
to integrate digital solutions and divide the 
operational and financial risk8.

AXIS 1 l   ACCELERATE THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 
OF TEXTILE/CLOTHING COMPANIES

AXIS 2 l   ACQUIRE THE DIGITAL SKILLS REQUIRED 
WITHIN THE SECTOR




